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I.

INT RODUOT ION •

Arriold Knapp opens the prefaoe of his volume on Medioal Opthalmology in Pyle's System of Opthalmio Praotioe with the quotation,
"It seems to me that the best and most hopeful feature of opthalj!?'---

mology, is that it has relations. oloser or more remote, with every branoh of medioine and surgery; indeed with almost every branoh
of soienoe."

And then he adds: "These relations are today oloser

than ever and are important not only for the eye speoialist but
for the general praotitioner. tf (1)
Medioine has grown to suoh proportions that it is of paramount
importanoe to be familiar with elementary prinoiples in the various branohes in order to understand a case.
espeoially in the field of opthalmology.

This holds true

The man in general

praotioe covers many fields suoh as obstetrios, pediatrics)and
gyneoology, internal medicine, urology and others.

The medioal

ourrioulum can inolude only a few hours for the subjeot ot ophthamlogy.

Yet it is pretty generally aocepted that every intern-

ist should be in some degree familiar with the USe of the opthalmosoope.

Inspection of the eye grounds should be a part of ever-

y general examination.

Serious pathologioal intra-ocular oondit-

ions have been first discovered by the

opth~lmosoope.,

The use ot this instrument has been looked upon by those

no~

skilled with it as something too teohnioal for them to learn,
and a doubt bas existed in their minds as whether the rpsults
obtained in using it would justify the time spent in learbing ita
use.

Its use is as readily learned as that of most other instru-

ments of preoision.

While one may not beoome exoeedingly skilled

wi th it, beoause of only oooasional use, it give a him yet another

2.

pOint of approach in his diagnosis.

Careful and intelligent us.

of the instrument may not only give a clue leading to a correct
general diagnosis.
of a prognosis.

but may be a valuable aid in the projection

3.

II. HISTORY
It has been said that medicine, as we know and practice it
and as it will be the foundation of the healing art of the future, has grown and developed more in the last one hundred years
than it has done in the preceeding fifty centuries.

Through

clay tablets of Nineveh, and the "books of the dead" found with
the Egyptian mummies, we know something of the development in
medicine that has ooourred five thousand years ago; and through
recorded history we can trace that which bas ocourred since. 0*)
The papyrus discovered by the

arQhaeologist~

Ebers,

back three thousand four hundred years from today

which carries
ou~

knowledge

of Egyptian history of the ancient Egyptian's oustoms, indicates
that diseases of the eye were observed at the time of its insoription.

According to Doctor Hurry, portions of the Ebers

papyrus, in which many diseases of the eye are mentioned, date
from the first dynasty.

a~)

One of the earliest mentions of opthalmology is found in a
law book of 2250 B.C.

In this

are passage s specifying the emol-

uments and penalties of physicians.

For instance: "If a physic-

ian - - - open an aboess (in the eye) of a man with a bronze
lancet and save the man's eye, he shall receive ten shekels of
silver" (as his fee).

If, however. the law book sets forth,

the physioian "destroy the man I s eye, they shall cut off his
finger" (6)
At the end of the fourth century, B.C., opthalmology was
already a recognized speCialty at Alexandria, where Herophilus
wrote a book on the eyes. At the same plaoe and at about the
same time Euclid studied the first elements of optios. (flO)

It has been said that in the eye is refleoted the very
saul.

Even the anoients, as a matter of oourse, had notioed

that the eyes of

oe~tain

animals are brilliant in the dark.

Thus Pliny (Book XI Chapt 66): "The eyes of animals that see
at night in the dark, oats for example, are shining and radiant, so muoh so that we oannot bear to gaze upon them; those
of the she goat too, and the wolf are resplendent, and emit
•

light like fire". l?liny did not however attempt to explain
this phenomena, even on the basis of "soul fire" •
.;

In 1704, Jean Mery, of paris, performed his famous experiment with a oat.

Having immersed the animal in water, he

first" noted that the pupil d 1la ted (as a result of suspended
respiration) and then beheld the fundus of the animal's eye,
the en.ranoe of the optio nerve and all the
of the ohoroid.

oolo~s

of vessels

He thought that the view of the fundus was

made possible by the water's filling up a multitude of tiny
lfunevennesses" on the anterior surfaoe of the oo"'nea.

Five years

later de la Hire explained it by the faot that the water obviated the refraotion of light by the oornea.

~l)

This glittering of the eyes obsevred in animals possessing
a tapetum was asoribed to a spontaneous development of light
from the eye, under the influenoe of the nervous system, and
was supposed to beoome more vivid when the animal was exoited.
This was first oontraverted in 1810 by Prevost, Hudolphi, and
Gruithuisen who found that no glitter could be seen in a completelydark room, so that the

appear~noe

was-due only to a

refleoti6n of incident rays. (.f'2)
In 1796 Fermin observed a oertain luminosity in the pupils
of an Ethiopian albino; and in 1816 Soarpa remarked upon a
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similar phenomenon in a oertain disease of the fundus.

In 1817

Beer desoribed the oondition fully, inventing the expression
"Amaurotio oat's eye", a term still in use.
In 1847 Babbage exhibited to Wharton Jones a model of an
for examining the interior of the eye.

inst~ument

It was a

small pane of silvered glass from whioh a portion had been removed.

In 1854 Jones made the discovery known to the world.

In 1851 Hermann Ton Helmholtz published an aooount of an
opthalmosoope to be used in the investigation of the living
retina.

But people were shy of using it.

One distinguished

colleague told Helmholtz that it would be too dangerous to
admit naked light into a diseased eye; another was of the opinion

t~t

the mirror mlghtbe of use

eye

sigh~t

none of i t

.0 ooulists with defective

but thought that he himself had good eyes and wanted
~

(~l)

Germany, however, was the first oountry to estimate the ophthalmoscope.' at its proper va.lue.

When Helmholtz first publish-

ed his disoovery, he wrote "I do not doubt, judging from what
oan be seen of the state of the heal thy retina, that it will
be possible to discern all its diseased conditions, so far as
these, if seated in other transparent parts, suoh as the cornea,
would admit of diagnosis by the sense of sight. - - • In brief,
I do not oonsider it an overstrained expeotat ion that all morbid changes of the retina or the vitreous body that have bpen
found in the dead subject will admit of recognition in the living eye; and expectation that appears to promise the greatest
progress in the hitherto imoomplete pathOlogy of the organ".
This statement has not only fUlfilled its expectations, but
has exceeded it.

(42)

From the time of his desoript 10n of the

6.

opthalmosoope not a year has passed without some new disoovery
in the fIeld of pathology which it has opened to our inspection
and study_
Very soon things seen with the opthalmoscope began to'oonnect
themselves with lesions of organs

othe~

than the eye, and gen-

eral disease processes, upon whioh the existenoe of suoh lesions
threw

ea~ly

and important light.

Men interested in other

branohes of medioine soon found important· help in opthalmio
diagnosis.

Clifford Albutt. Jonathan Hutohinson. Hughlings

Jaokson, Sir William Gowers, and others utilized the new window through whioh the oondition of the oentral nerve system oouli
be studied.

Choked diso quiokly beoame one of the most import-

ant signs of brain tumor. Atrophy of the optio nerve, retinitis
and ohoroiditis became new evidenoe of syphilitio infeotion.
"Albuminurio retinitis" waS found to be a symptom of Penal
disease.

Later it was disoovered that retinal vessel degenerat-

ion was oonnected with general cardiovascular disease.
was found to produoe retinal ohanges.

Diabetes

Many diseases oame to

laok thorough study unless opthalmosoopio examination was included.

All in all, the eye was found to be a museum of path-

ology, in which the pathologio prooesses of many diseases could
be studied during life. (jIf)

7.

OPHT~LMOSOOPIO

III

EXAMINATION

A well ordered plan of opthalmosoopio

e~amination

would in-

olude the following; (1) Preliminary examination of the eye with
the mirror alone at a distanoe of one metre from the patient;
(2) E.amination with the mirror alone at a distanoe of about
twenty om. from the patient.
direct method.

This is sometimes called the distant

(3) Examination by the indireot method.

Examination by the direot method.

(4)

This disoussion oonoerns the

direot method by whioh one examines detail under magnifiaation
and is

oomparabl~

to miarosoopio examination under high power.

('6)

The essential portion of the opthalmosoope is a perforated
mirror mounted on a convenient handle and supplemented behind
by a disa aontaining convex and concave lenses. The mirror reflects light into the eye, while the apperture allows a portion
of the light, after returning from the patient's eye. to pass
into the eye of the observer.
in the handle.

Illumination may be from a lamp

The rays may pass

thro~gh

a oylinder of glass

ground obliquely, so acting as a prism. and refleoting rays
into the eye of the patiant. The prism covers the lower half
of the sight hole leaving the upper half free so that the rays
reflected from the eye may be seen.

This prism refleotor has

largely replaoed the mirror formerly employed.

There is a

lens diso supporting a series of lenses arranged sucoessively
from weaker to stronger.

Any of these can be brought opposite

the sight hole by the finger applied to the milled edge of the
diso.

Oppsoite eaoh lens is a number indioating its strength

8.

in diopters.

These range from plus twenty to minus twenty so

that the eye may be examined at any depth between the oornea
and fund us •

(I~)

Examination with the opthalmosoope is best oonducted in a
dark room.

The patient's pupils may be dilated with a solution

of two peroent oocain hydroohloride. or one peroent homatropine
and hydrobromide. exoept in oases of glaucoma, so that the lens
is unoovered, as well as the entire eye ground to be studied.
The effeot is readily counteracted by myotics such as one fourth
to one percent eserine

('f)

On examining a right eye, the observer should be seated on
/"

the patient's right, holding the ophthalmoscope in the right
hand and should use his own right eye. The re.erse is true when
examining a left eye.

Both the patient's and the Observer's

eyes should be held open, preferably, and the latter at a little
higher level than the former's. In case of a squint, the eye
not under examination may be covered so that the eye under
examination will loot straight ahead.

C!f}

-The examination should begin at about twenty five cm.distanoe in order to note a red glare or reflex through the pupil
from the choroidal ooat of the eye.
eye as possible.
be relaxed.

Then get as olose to the

One's own accommodation if possible should

i"
The image will be ereot, andAemmetropia,
the fund!II

us is magnified about fifteen times.

(2.6)

9,

IV

THE FUNDUS OOULI

The fundus of the eye, oontaing the nerve fibres of the
retina and ohoroid is a fruitful source of study of disease
changes.

Sometimes the

fi~st

manifestation of serious system-

ic disease is some interference with visual acuity. and a study
of the fundus oculi leads to such other examinations

as to make

a diagnosis of serious pathology of some remote organ.

T~.~e

is loarlely a pathological condition ocauring in the deeper
struotures of the human eye that is not the result of some
general systemio oondition.
Here as elsewhere. a full appreoiation of what is normal
should be had before one oan OOme .to the conolusion that a
departure from the normal is present.

It may take some time

to learn just how much of a departure from an absolute normal
is to be passed by before pathologioal oonditions are to be
thought of.

This knowledge COmes with the study of a large

volume of oases.

Human eyes are plentiful and may be studied

even though it is not always po ssible to dilate the pupil due
to inoonvenienoe

~f

the patient.

One should learn,however,to

see into the eye without always using a mydriatio.

The med-

ioal man who oonstantly has his ophthalmosoope on his desk
can look into the eyes of a great number of patients in the
oourse ar a few days.

~e

will soon get the "hang" of the

instrument and know what is the normal appearange of the fundus.
(2t)

CA)

The Optic Diso

In observing the fundus, the optic disc is first

so~ght

10.
by having the patient look a little to the nasal side.
a pale pink
appea~ing

00101'

It is

and almost circular, being 1.5 mrn.in diameter

larger in myopia and smaller in hyperopia.

are sharp and a little irregular.

If the pigment

The edges

do~s

not ex-

tend up to the diso, a narrow white scleral ring may show through
the retina.

Retinal pigment epithelium may be heaped up around

the disc forming a ring of black, usually not continuous.

These

are not pathological. The oentral portion and temporal portion of the diso are
paler than the rest of it.

The oentral vessels emerge from this

area which has a ph,siologioal "cupping".

The cen_ar of this onp

is dotted with gray spots w.ioh are the meshe. of the lamina
oribrosa through which

Berve fibres pass.

If there is no "oup-

ping" the diso is uniformly pink and the vessels may divide before
emerging at the surfaoe.

(Z6)

The color of the'diso is freouently due to the white fibres
of the lamina oribrosa seen through the nerve fibres.

The gray

spots in the lamina, when seen, are due to the non medulated
nerve fibres refleoting less light than the white
tissue fibres.

connecti~.

~~)

Although the margins of the diso are normally well defined.
they may beoome sharp in primary optic atrophy, blurred in
"choked" diso and obliterated in a severe neuritis.

The diso

looks excavated in optic atrophy and raised in "choked" diso.
The degree of choking may be measured in diopters by taking the
difference between the lenses which give olear vision of the
nerve- head and of the retina.

~)

11.

TIe Retinal Vessels.

(B)

The retinal vessels are derived from the oentral artery and
&Jl

vein and divide into two branohes, a superior and/inferior branch.
Eaoh of these divide into temporal and nasal branohes. They then
divide diohotomousl1· into' innumerable branohes.

(26)

The arteries are lighter red, straighter and narrower than
the veins, the differnoe in size being about two to three. Cf6)
Should the oalibre of the same vessel vary in

dif~erBnt

parts

of its length, then it is a serious pathologioal feature not
usually present without other
the' same eye.

(a7)

pathologioal ohanges in

The veins are more tortuous and a darker

oolor due to the blood oolumn.

-

profoQ~d

The arteries have a bright sil-

very streak running longitudinally down the oenter due to the
refleotion of light from the oylindrioal surfaoe.

(26)

The actual vessel wall is not seen because of its translucenoy.
This feature aids in an opinion on the state of the wall of
the vessel.

Translucenoy oan be determined easily, at the

pOints where the vessels cross one another, except where a large
.uperior or inferior main branoh orosses a corresponding large
vein.

In such cases the blood oolnan is so thiok that the under-

lying vessel cannot be seen at all.
rene

This is true even in ohild-

Therefore the translucency oan be said to be normal in

medium and small vessels, but not in the whole length up to the
diso.

If the transluoency is gone in medium and small vesselS,

according to N. Pines of London, it is a oertain sign of arteriosolerotio ohanges in the wall.

The tunioa media, even in a

state of tbnio'loontraotion as in pure hypertens10Ja should still
be transluoent. Transluoenoy of the vascular wall is one of
its most delioate qualities and it diminishes or disappears

12.

first of all while other signs are only beginning to show.
At the point of orossing,the artery the depresses the vein
but does not ahange its aalibre or

shap~.

This portion of the

vein is not seen as alearly as the whole vessel.
aompared to one pieae of string lying on top of
(0)

It may be
another.(l~

The Macula lutea
The maoula lutea is situated slightly less than two diso

diameters to the temporal s ide of the edge of the d iso a little
below the level of the horizontal d.iameter. and is in the line
of direot vision.

Dim illumination should be used to prevent

as muah aonstriation of the pupil as possible.

(26)

It is a samll round area of deeper red than the rest of the
fundus, varying in appearanae aaaording to illumination, ref'l"aotion, and aomplexion.

There is usually a foveal reflex'"due to a

refleation of light from the walls of the aentral.foveal depression.

There may be two or three of these rings

This area is always devoid of visible vessels.

of

silvery light.

The ma.vu1ae reg-

ion is supplied by twigs from the superior and inferior.temporal
arteries, and an oacasional cilioretinal artery from the d iso.
(26)

The yellow color of the macular lutea is due to a oolor

matter distributed through the oentral layer and to a less degree
through the outer ii bra layer.
(D)

(30 )

The General Fund,.
The appearanae of the fundus varie s wl1.t'R\:,the aomplexion.

-

(26)

In ahildren of darker oomplexion it has a bright lustre

resembling the shimmer of watered silk, and is a darker red.
(22)

The ahoroidal vessels are seen as brighter red streaks.

In albinos the ohoroidal vessels are more alearly seen because
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the sclera shines through between them with a white appearance.
In people of medium complexions ~ the s,aces between the choroidal
vessels

a~e

uniformly

red~

with occasional delioate punotate

stippling, espeoially at the periphery.

(26) The extreme peri-

phery of the retina is toothed or serrated,.

The outermost part

of the retina, in spite of the histological structure, is blind.
faG) A tigroid fundus is one in whioh the choroidal vessels are

separ8ted by deeply pigmented pOlyganal areas.

(2.2)

The choroidal vessels are broad and ri bbon-llkt. ;.~lacking a
central reflex streak, and anastomosing freely_
do not anastomose.

Retinal vessels

Retinal vessels normally do not pulsate,

but the va ins may be seen to pulsate at a sharp bend ne ar the
diso due to transmitted pressure. ,This effect can be intensified
by liglG pressure on the globe.

If retinal

arte~ies

pulsate,

it is pathological, and such things as aortie regurgitation,
aneurysm, or exophthalmie goiter

~ay

be suspected.

(22)

The Order of Fundus Examinall.!!!

eE)

The order of examination of fundus detailS should be systematic.

First the details of the disc should be observed. physio-

logical or pathological cupping,
ing.

blu~ring

of its edges, or swell-

Then the ve-: ssels; abnormalit ie s in arrangemnnt or di.strib-

ution should be noted.

l?resaace of cilioretianl vessels is noted.

Note the detailS of individual vessels, such as relative size,
irregularity of contour, varioosity, visibility of walls, and
abnormalities of the reflex streaks, trace the vessels of the
periphery.

Look for hemarrhages, white spots, and exudates.

The maoula may be brought .itlto view by having the patient look
into the light where shadows or reflexes, black or white spots,
and exudates or hemorrhages should be noted. (Sf)

Last of all,

14.

look at the periphery.

Due to the oblique axis of rays th»ough

the lene a low convex lens must be used here.

15.

v.

DISEASES OF THE EYE

The ohanges ooouring in the fundus ooouli have a distinot
value in the diagnosis and prognosis of oertain diseases. To the
man working in the field of general medioine, aooording to Walter
R. Campbell's statement, the ability to reoognize five fundi is
of partioular importanoe.
fundus.

The first,of oourse.is the normal

The others are the arterio solerotio fundus, the diabetio

fundus, the nephritic fundus, and the fundus of malignant hypertension.

It is not only desirable to differentiate one of these

piotures from another, but also from other dieases of the eye.
Of great importance also is the ability to reoognize an abnoraml
or unusual fundus, whioh neoessittates oalling on a trained
ophthalmologist for assistanoe. (")

This last statement is

signifioant beoause very often it is the genera.l practieioner
who has the first opportunity to examine the patient.
The normal fundus has already been touched upon.

The more

fundi of normal individuals one can examine, the better is one
prepared to.reoognize the abnormal fundus.
(A)

The Arteriosolerotic Fundus
Changes in the fundus in

arterioscle~sisare

important,

since they indicate similar lesions in other parts of the body
especially the brain.

(4:)

Tortuo,sity of retinal vessels near the diso is thought to
be important, but diagnosis is difftoult when one oonsiders the·
large variations in tortuosity of normal vessels.

In an edemat-

ous ret ina the vessels weave in and out '.4 foous by assuming
different depths in the retinal layer, and pursue a tortuous
course over the fundus.
corkscrew.

The macular arteries may resemble a

16.

This is in pronounced cases.
qUire fine discrimination.

Less pronounced cases may re-

(,,)

The size of the vessels is not usually changed.

In speaking

of size it must be remembered that the vessel itself is not seen
due to its transparenoy,.but rather the size of the blood column.
If, however, the intima thickens, it is usually of a patchy
oharacter, and is shown by a contraction of the blood column
alternating with regions where its width is normal.

This is

characteristic of an intimal sclerosis of oonsiderable severity.
The light streak on the artery is normally one fourth of the
width of the aT"tery.

With the devlopment of a medial sclerosis

this become s Wider and assume s a burnished copper appearance and
sometimes appears to be finely beaded.
an

exa~geration

In t hat this

si~n

is only

of the normal, and is somewhat dependent upon the

amount and quality of the light used, considerable care must
be exercised in its interpretation.

When well marked, however,

it may be regarded as definitely pathological.
Important Signs of vascular sclerosis are to be found at
the crossing of arteries and veins. Normally the vein is visible
right

up to the artery wall, and faintly visible

th~ough

it.

In arterio-slcerosis the vein becomes:.iinvisible for some little
distance from the

a~terial

blood column due to the increase'

thickness of the arterial wall.

The direotion of the vein,

in more sever cases, is distinctly changed as it is crossed by
an artery. The vein may turn sharply to pass over or under the
artery at a right angle t and turn back to continue the original
direction.
The papilla is found by tracing down the vessels, a.nd should
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be examined for color, condition of margin,
Vessels.

level, and the

In arterio sclerosis there is slight if any abnorm-

ality of the papilla.

(7)

The retina should be examined for other abnormal findings
suoh as edema or white areas.

~he

macular region particularly

should be examined for a partial or oomplete macular star.
Maoular apoplexy or

hem~rhage

may be a local manifestation

of arterio sclerosis. (l4) In the Simple arterio sclerotic
fundus these appearances are not a necessary feature of the
condition.

The hemorrhages seem more likely to be

r~sent

if

high blood pres;sure accompanies arterio solerosis, and are
commonly superficial and flame shaped, though round punotate
hemorrhages in the deeper layers of the retina also occur.
Chorio retinitis is occasionally seen in simple arterio solerosis though it also accompanies syphilis, tuberoulosis. and
nephritis. Partial sclerosis represented by pigmentation and
de

~

pigmentation, alone or intermingled with white areas,

are to be found in a fundus deep to the retinal vessels. The
llary
macular area and peripapij",< area are most frequently affected,
but the degree of injury is seldom so great as with syphilis
or nephritis. (7)
The characteristic features of the Simple arterio sclerotic fundus are found in varying degree in other fundi to be
desc~ibed,

or in other words, the peouliarities of such fundi

are usually engrafted upon a basis of arterio sclerosis, or
raised blood pressure, or both.
(B)

The Diabetio Fundus
N. Pines, in his paper on sclerosis of the retinal vessels,
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leeries the laok of attention given to ophthalmoseopio examination in the study of diabetes.

He oites several oases i.

his own experienoe which emphasize the importanoe and help_
fulness of ophthalmosoopio examination.
A man aged 52 years, suffered from diabetes two years
previously_ Ris only oomplaint on presenting himself was
general malaise.
140/70.

Urine normal, sp.gr. 1.615, blood pressure

Fundi: translucenoy lost, oopper wire 00101", light

reflex dotted.

White lines on the disos and the orossings.

The right superior nasal vein going up from the diso passes
pver a foous of old ohorio retinitis; the vein is very narrowed at this point and muoh banked above it.

Many spots of

ohorro retinitis, oorresponding to the lower temporal branch
of the lower artery.

In the oentral part of the retina, near

the macula, many fresh spots of ohorio retlnitis.
the left eye.

Nothing in

The sugar toleranoe, aooordingly was tested.

The reBllting diagnosis was mild diabetes mellitus.

Ris

general health and eye oondition were imporved by dieting.
(28)

A woman, aged over fifty years, was seen at the ophthalmio
out patient department of the London Jewish Hospital on April
15, 1927.

The diagnosis of diabetes mellitus was made two

years previously in the medical department, and she was treated aooordingly_

Six months before she was admitted to a large

teaohing hospital for a minor operation, and vIas told that
she did not suffer from diabetes; but her eyes were not exam~-

ined there.

FUndi: transluoency lost, oopper wire

reflex dotted.

00101',

The veins are crushed by the arteries and

defleoted oentrifugally.

Many small hemorrhages.

light
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Many old and fresh diabetio exudations, espeoially in the
right eye, where a star is formed.

Blood pressure 226/126.

Urine: sp.gr. 1.020, sugar plus plus, albumin plus. The
reader willl no doubt agree that if the fundi had been ex.
amined in the large teaohing hospital, the diabetes would
have been detected in spite of the negative urine findings
at that time.
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The fundus ohanges of diabetes do not ooeur in the
young and have no;;relation to its severity.
is usually of some duration
recognizable.

befo~e

The diabetes

they become easily

It is equally true, however, that diabetes

of long standing

m~y

be present without any alterations in

the fundus other than those of simple arterio solerosis.
(7) Clifton K. Killer states that the retinal ohanges due
to diabetes are rarely as characteristic as those due to
nephritis.
t~at

Most frequently the ohanges pres,ent are suoh

one oan only say that they are either diabetie or

nephritio, and leave the differentiation to
io examination.

fUT~her

system-

(24)

While the diabetic fundus has some points of resemblaoe to other oonditions,
iTe.

oert~1n

pOints are rather distinot-

Fine -rounded, yellowish white solid masses with shar.p

edges. sometimes oonfluent may oocur between the papilla

-

and macula and

sur~ounding

the macula.

(7) These are

grouped irregularly and not in the form of stellate figure.
Sometimes there may be numerous punctate hemorrhages,
There is no swelling of the optio nerve and retina. (4)
It may be said that even mild diabetes attacks the retin-
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al vessels. but most probably to the same degree that
vessels are affeoted in other parts of the body. (28) In
oase of greater severity, hemorrhages of varying size
appear, and in the most sever oases the retinal exudate
and papilla4e. . are present.

This beoomes diffioult to

lifferentiate from those of renai injury. sinoe

ra~sed

blood pressure and albuminuria are also present at this
stage. The earlier degrees are susoaptible to diabetio
and insulin treatment, but the more severe degrees are
not.

This is all the more reason for making an early

diagnosis, an argument for making use- of ophthalmosoopic
examination.

--

(7)

The pioture in diabetio lipemia is an unusual and
exoeedingly oharaoterist io one.
is pale as in enemia.

The eye-ground as a whole

The artery and vein are the same

oolor, a oreamy white at the vessel margins, partioularly
in the periphery of the fundus, with an inoreasing amount
of red tint toward the mid line of the vessel period. As
the fat appears to oolleot along the vessel wall and even
infiltrate it, one oontinues to find theLsign present,
though dra,wn blood no longer shows miorosoopio evidAnoe of
lipemia.

Approximately six peroent of fat must be present

in the blood before the lipemio fundus is reoognizable as
suoh. No diso ohanges appear.

This oondition ooours in

the young and only during diabetio aoidosis or ooma. All
evidenoe of lipemia rapidly disappears, and the lipemic
fundus soon turns to normal upon the administration of
inSUlin. The sweet odor of aoetone, and other signs of
aoidosis,
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invariably aocompany the lipemic fundus.

There is little

danger of oonfusion with the retinitis of leukemia, whioh
differs also in showing papillary and peripapillary edema.
hemorrhages, and often broad white lines along side the
vessels.

(7)

(alTha Nephritio hndus
Fundus lesions of renal disease are assooiated with
evidence of

a~terio

solerosis.

Though this is in the main

true, oertain qualifioations sho.ld
ative lesions or nephroses no
The focal

~ephritides,suoh

fun~us

be

noted.

In degenpr-

changes are found.

as may be met with in sub aoute

bacterial endooarditis, puerperal infeotions eto.,

someti~e8

show, a few white areas of degenration and hemor ....hages. usually
with a white oenter.

In not more than ten peroent of oases

of acute dUfuse glomerulo nephritis a papilledem1a and retinitis. with"cotton wool tf eXUdates and hemororhages. may ooour
in the retina.

These heal oompletely.

the maoular star are absent.

Ohorio retinitis and

ln the sub ohronio stage

of

nephritis (parenohymatous nephritis) eye-ground ohanges are
seldom seen unless the blood pressure is unusually high.
Hemorrhages. a retinal edema. and rarely a papilledema may
ooour. (7)
The fundus ohanges in the nephritis of pregnancy may
be very severe and ofteh permanent.

Olifton

!vi.

Miller

states that the albuminuria neuro-retinitis ofpregnanoy
u~ually

reoover' full vision.

(24) The ohanges are similar

to those seen in acute glomerulo nephritis but as a rule
arelmore extensive.

The arteries are often oontracted and
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a neuritio atrophy may follow.

The grade of edema may be so

great as to produoe a detaohment of the retina •.and ohorio
retinitis with pigmentation may ooour.

The prognosis and

retinal detaohment is not. wholly bad in these oases as
opposed to that ooouring in rare oases of acute glomerul,
nephritis.

Reattaohment is sometimes seen, but if it does

not ooour soon, further degenerative ohanges are inevitable.
and vision may be muoh reduoed. espeoially if the maoular
regio~

is involved.

Therapeutic abortion or induotion of

premature labor must be oarefully oonsidered.
retinitis usually ooours in the later months
a viable ohild may be expeoted.

Sinoe the
of pregnancy

If early fundus ohange s only

are present, these may be favorabiy influenoed by such prooedure, but late ohanges are not.

(7)

Other eye diseases, espeoially the fundus changes of
ohronic nephritis, are

unfavorabl~

influenced by pregnanoy,

and therapuetic abortion is indioated not only from the
ocular but also from the renal standpOint.

As to the like-

likood of the recurrenoe of retinitis in subsequent pregnanoies, opinion is divided.

It now seems probably from

reoent evidenoe that the renal injury will reour in perhaps
seven out of t en oases and in some of the se fund•us ohanges
may be expeoted to develope.
vised against pregnanoy.

Suoh patients should be ad-

(7)

In ohronio glomerulo nephritis the development of
retinal ohanges is of evil omen, indioating usually death
within one or two years.

The retinal vasoular

so~lerosis

in ohronio nephritis has been thought by many to be seoondary to the nephritis.

This may be regarded as improbablw
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from a pathological standpoint, and it is wholly contrary
to the history of renal disease.

The advance is rapid, ho,,-

ever, followtng the development of the retinitis.

The disc

and the fundus usually are pale, due to the associated anemia.

:Papilledema and "ootton wool exudates" are rare, but

dense white "snow banks" may surround the disc and appear
elsewhere in the fundus.

These absorb and leave fine white

dots in the retina which, in the macular region, tend to
arrange themselves in a star shaped or fan like manner.
Flame shaped hemorrhages occur in the nerve fibre layer,
and exudate and hemorrhages in the deeper layers of the
retina.

Later varying degrees of chorio retinitis with

exudates, pigmentation and depigmentation appear.

With suoh

fundic ohanges an advanoed degree of renal insuffioiency is
present.

It would seem that renal insufficiency is an

essential feature. in the development of this pioture, sinoe
it also appears in the late

sta~es

of the subacute progress-

ive form where vascular changes are not so marked but renal
insufficiency is an outstanding feature of the patient's
condition.

(7)

Ocular fundus changes are observed in only l5~ to 25~
of chronio nephritides. aocording to J.W.Jervey, and even
when demonstrable, though they may be suggestive, oan hardly ever be said to be oharacteristio.

Observers in this

feild are not t""ying to find what fundus phenomena oan be
shown to be oharaoteristic of a speoifio disease (fo"" there
are none) : but rather what fundus ohanges may be found in
the eye coinoident with

oe~tain

general diseases.

The
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modern consensus of opinion appears to be that in all of these
diseases the eye-ground lesions are not due to the speoific
toxins in any oase, but direotly to the morbid vasoular
oondition accompanying it.

These vasoularehanges, usually

arterio Bolerotic, are in no sense peouliar to

or

I

,

characteris-

tio of any of these diseases. (15)
The retinitis for example desoribed above acouring in
cases of chronic nephritis, even the stellate form of exudates
about the macula, is not properly though generall called an
"albuminuric ret !nit is''.

The nephrit is, or albuminuria, is

not oausative of the retinitis.

If it were, one would expect

to find this retinitis in all cases of albuminuria.

It is

not so found, and one oan be quite sure that the eye-ground
changes are due to the physical oondition of the vessels
ocouring in some oases of nephritis.

Even the one time

supposedly typical retinitides seen in some oases of d:tabetes
and nephritis, oceur in each other, in hypertension, in arterio sclerosis, in other diseases, and have been observed when
no general disaease of any kind could be shown to exist. (15)
On the other hand, Sir John Herbert Parsons, in the last
edition of his "Diseases of the Eye" says, "albuminuric neuroretinitis, iuits most typioal form presents and ophthalmos.
oopic picture whioh is almost pathognomonic, being simulated
only in some oases of intra-cranial tumour." This":torm" one
m,y refleot, is not so often encountered.

His words a little

later on may be of more weighty import, namely: "The urine
should be examined in every case of retinitis".

A little

later he admits that this typioal "form" ...... - "may occur
without signs of definite nephritis, and somewhat similar
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appearances are met with in glycosuria and (ukemia.

Hare1y

a star at the macula, with or without slight papillitis, bas
been met with in young

pe~sons

with anemia or ohlorosis, or

without disooverable oauSe". (26)
It is true, however, that Simple hypertension and general arteria solerosis oan often be strongly suspeoted

aar17

in the disease, when other signs may esoape the examiner,
and the ophthalmosoope reveals certain ehanges.
not forget that these conditions are
dle and old age, but are
life.

frequen~ly

One must

not confined to midfound in young adult

It is also true that a ohronio nephritis is first

disoovered by the ophthalmosoope.

(15)

In the Praot ioal Lied io ine Series (1928;, Ey~ page 138),
we find the following: "Probably most of bur ideas regarding the significanoe of retinal ohanges are based upon a
study of the fully

est~blished

typical appearing fundus

picture in-the advanced arteria solerotio or nephriti ••
Suoh oases, usually hospitalized, include hyper tension
with a break down in cardiac renal funotion; and these with
little or no rise in tension, the decrescent arterio solerotio.

With a fairly acourate notion of the retinal the

prognosis of eaoh oase dependent on other data, the presence
or absence of retinal ohange does not entail suoh large measure of importanoe----

the renal oase without retinitis

may offer the same prognosis as the one with retinitis.
Of muoh more importance perhaps is the prehospital group,
seen by ophthalmologist and internist alike, where often
an isolated Sign, suoh as oompression of a retinal vein
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by an artery, serves to foous his attention on the oardio
vasoular syst em. n
It is well to remember, and generally aooepted as true.
that an advanoed ohronio nephritis shOWing gross degenerative
changes in the ooular fundus, will likely suooumb to the
disease, as stated previously, within a oouple of years or
so of the onset of the failing vision.

It should not be

forgotten however that this prognostio rule is not to be
applied to oases of aoute nephritis or albuminuria of pregnancy, for in these oases reooverw is apt to ooour.

It

is well to remember also that inorease in retinal solerosis
is apt to be proportionate to the

I!Ul~el!'1t',.

of systolio press ....

ure, exoept,of oourse, where a failing heart shows a lowered
tension.
(D)

(15)

The Fundus of M.alignant Hl'Eertension
Closely allied to the fundus ohanges of ohronio neph-

ritis are those desoribed by Keith and Wageeer -in malignant
hypertension, or by Foster Moore as arterio solerotio retinitis.

Volhard and :F'ahr deso""'ibed them from the renal view

pOint in the so oal1ed·oombination form- of arterio solerosis
plus nephritis.

Keith's work shows that the injury is more

widesperead than a renal vasoular disease, and that suoh
patients may

suffe~

more from the oerebral and oardiao oomp-

lioations than the renal element.

Proof that a patient with

a typioal fundus has a satisfactory renal funotion is not
to be taken as indicating a good prognosis.

Such patients

usually die in a relatively short time of other causes,

90S

from oerebra1 or oardiao failure, or more typioa11y, of a
simultaneous failure of all three.

(7)
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A physioian is sometimes plaoed in a dilemma.

He may

find a slight or moderate retinal solerosis where blood
pressure is normal for the aged group. and there is neither
subjeotive nor other objeotive signs of oardio vascular disease.

He may wonder if the state of the retinal vessels

oar-responds to that of the cerebral when those of the retina Bre but moderately solerosed.

It may be said that the

likeness, if any exists, holds only for advanoed state. of
disease.

The immediate importance of such a finding should

not be over emphasized., but is of value as an isolated finding in that it foouses attentiot of a potential weakness.
(15)
It has been poimted out by de Sohweinitz

that oertain

early signs of vasoular hypertension can often be seen in
the eye grounds, namely, a oorkscrew like appearance of
small terminal vessels usually about the maaula; a slight
humping of a vein as it passes over a tense artery and is
so lifted out of the plane of its normal oourse; and moderate but dist inot blurring of the opt ic diso.

(9)

Other fundus ohanges that ooour in hypertension especially as it advanoes, are hemorrhages of various shapes,
sizes and numbers; patohes of so-oalled "exudates" of whitish or yellowJkh appearanoe of every oonoeivable shape and
number with edges either olear out or ill defined and fading.

There is a papillary

hype~'emia

The arteria s of the fund i are

and mild edema. (15)

strongl~'

oontraoted;

arteria solerosis is always a prominent feature. Intimal
solerosis is rare. (7)
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With greater severity the a1"ea of the serous peripapillary edema extends outwards involving the maoula.
are still of the "ootton wool" variety.

Exudates

Later the hyperemia

of the diso fades, the edematous area reoedes from the periphery, punotate exudates appear, and a·fine maoular star deTelopes,

~asoular

sclerosis

be'oome~

more marked.

(7) Peri-

vasoulitis appears; light streaks along the sidrs of the
vessels; the silver wire artery, broadened 1 tght streaks
along the middle of the vessel.

There is a definite piot-

ure of p1"essure as the sloeDotic artery orosses the softer
vein, often oausing a sl ight veno:us;. 'billgillg on the distal
side of the point of pressure.

In marked arterio venous

oompression the arteries oross the veins at right, angles
rather than at obtuse angles, as normally prevails. There
is a thiokening of the intima of the arteries, or endovasoulitis, reduoing the blood stream to a thin thread between
two white walls.n Elen the lumen may be obliterated leaving
the vessels lying like a white band in the retina.

(15)

L1 '!he "eXUdates" spollen of are really not exulfates at

all, but transudates for the most part, perhaps fibrinous
beooming hyaline, or oomposed of lipoid or oolloid material,
or bunohes of leuoooytes, or oholesterine
by absorbtion of retInal hemorrhages.

o~rystals

fomlowed

At times tissue damages

following hemorrhages may result in soars giving muoh this
"exudate" a.ppearanoe. (15)

Many individuals do not know

exaotly what they mean when they speak of ret inal exudates.
John E. Weeks said in substanoe: "There is no suoh thing as
exudative disease in the absenoe of vasoular pathology". (38)
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In the last

sta~es

of hypertension, seoondary optio

atrophy, macular star, punotate exudates, a few mehorrhages,
and marked retinal arterio solerosis and chorio retinitis
are present.

(15)

VisiOn,of course. is reduced.

A sudden loss of vision

in one eye often means a hemorrhage in the maoula, embolus
of the oentral retinal artery, and thrombosis of the oentral
vein.

In embolus of the central retinal artery. one finds

the retina very anemio, and the arteries greatly reduoed in
sise.

In the region of the maoula, one sees a cherry red

spot whioh represents the color of the ohoroid, and it is
seen in this area beoause of the absenoe of some retinal
layers.

Emboli are more oommonly seen in the left eye aDd

are found espeoially in heart lesions suoh as vegetations in
endocarditis.

Thrombosis of the central retinal vein or

one of its branohes produoes stasis whioh results in extensive retinal hemorrhages.

A seoondary glauooma is a frequent

sequel to the condition, and the end result is usually atrophy of both retina and optio nerve.

(l2)

The final stage of malignant hypertenSion is seldom
observei, as the patients usually die in the preoeding
stages.

The pioture differs from that of chronio nephritis

in the oontraotion of the arteries, the

degr~e

of solerosis,

the well marked hyper emia of the diso and the papill edema,
and the absence of the peripapillary "snow banks" of nephritis,
together with the olinical evid ence obtained from the history and physical examination of the patient.

(l2)
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(E) The Fundus of SYphilitic Retinitis
Syphilis has an old reputation as the greatest of VaSQular damagers.

It chiefly attacks definite parts of the

system. and demonstrates that different toxins may have
spots of predeleotion in the patient's body.
that the

.

vascula~

Weigert stated

system, being a foreign body in the

,nervous system, in case of pathology of syphilis, was either
the chief sufferer as from gumma, or escaped when the proper
nervous tissue was damaged as in tabes dorsalis.

Although

syphilis seems to have a predilection for aorta and coronary arteries it does not behave in the same manner toward
the retina.
retinitis.
~he

It is, however. one of the cmmmonest causes of
(28)

ocular manifestations of syphilis

are manifold.

Not only is the anterior half of the globe attacked, but
its ravages in the retina, chorOid, and optic nerve may
be seen with the pphthalmoscope.

'rhese changes, from a

diagnostic standpoint. may not be so importavlt as they
were in the days prior to the use of serological tests,
but they py be of. great. service. Serological tests are
not infallible, and by piling up tit· clinical symptoms.
one may be able to make a positive diagnosis of syphilis
in spite of serological findings.

The ophthalmoscope

frequently shows at least one important clinical picture.
(24)

Syphilitio retinitis is usuallY secondary accompanying
disease of the choroid.

It may be primary, in which form

a prominent sign is syphilitic endarteritls.

There are
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dust-like opaoities in the
part.

vitreou~,.speoially

the posterior

The retina is oloudy. in the region of the diso, whioh

may be hyperemio.

White spots

~ay

be seen in the maoular

region, and yellow or white spots bounded by pigment, at the
periphery of the fundus.

The vessels may be degenerated with

whitish exudations along their oour...

Hemorrhages are rare.

The subjeotive syptoms are defeotive oentral vision,
:light blij,dness, irregular and oonoentrio oontraotion of the
field. with or without oentral, paraoentral, or ring sootomata, and metamorphosia.
There is little organization at the sites of inflammatory deposits, but there may be a marked tendenoy to the formation of new blood vessels.

These are not only in the retina.

but may extend into the vitreous forming convoluted ooils.
They are held together by a small amount of delioate oonneotive tissue t and are oommonest on or near the diso.
The disease usually ocours, in acquired syphilis. one
or two years after infection.

Both eyes are involved, but

not necessarily simultaneously.

The macular area may be

rarely affected, showing gray or yellow d.eposits, or numerous small

;}le

llow spots or dot s of pif!lllent.

This form has

a tend.noy to relapse.
Retinitis is seen in congenital syphilis.

Here the

retina shows a dusty or peppery disoreet pigmentation at
the periphery. associated with a tigroid condition of the
fundus.

It is distinguishable

f~om

by the greater amount of pigment"

the normal oondition

Blaok and white spots

resemblidg pepper and salt t may be thioklY'strewn.

In·,··
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definite forms there may be an anterior
red and black spots at the periphery.
patches may be seen.

~etinitis.

or yellow-

Larger gray or white

The condition seen in the acquired form

may be fully developed.
If the diagnosis of syphilis is not made from these observations .. at least the Wassermann test should be applied.
(26)

(F) Diseases of the 0Rtic Nerve
1. Optic Atrophy.

Optic Atrophy is a degeneration of the optic nerve. It
may be either primary or secondary.

The former is seen in

syphilis, following injury to the nerve in basal skull
fractures involving the orbit, and in tumors of the
ysis which produoe compression atrophy.
oocur without previous

evid~noe

~ypoph

Optic atrophy may

of sever looal imflammatioh

but associated with general disease usually of the central
nervous system, or without discoverable oause.

In SUoh

oases the nerve head is atrophic while the rest of the fundus is practically n01"lllal.

Secondary atrophy, on the other

hand, follows optic neurttis, retinal and choroidal disease,
or pathology in the vascular tissues of the eye. The pathology will be seen, not only in the d ise but also in the
fundus.· (12)
In general, the diso is pale, which should be distin8.-

uished from physiologic oUpping, and the blood vessels are
ohanged.
In primary atrophy

the disc is gray, white, or bluish.

The lamina cribrosa is seen.

The edges are sharp, and the
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ret ina. is normal.

There is atrophia aup.ping shown by sl ight

bend ing of the vessels.
traoted.

The ve ssels are only slightly oon-

Its ohief cause is tabes, and it may be the first

sign.
In seoondary atrophy there is greater pallor, and the
vessels are more oontraoted, and almost disappear.

This is

Seen in severe oases of disease of retinal blood vessels.
It may be caused by compression of the optio nerves, chiasma,
or traats by tumors, aneurysm, hydrooephalus etc.

It may

follow rupture of the nerve, oompression by blood clot,
oxyoephaly, eta., without prev,ious neuritis.

(26)

2. Papillitis and Papilledema.
Papillitis ooours as a part of a

as

neuro~

a result of intra-cranial disease.

retinitis, and

The pathology of the

two conditions is different, but the .phthalmoscopic features are thei Same.
In papillitis the nerve head is blurred at the edges,
toward the nasal side at first, and later all around. The
arteries are small and veins distended.

In the early stages

the disc is usually redder than normal, but the aoler of
the diso may not be taken as the oriterion of abnormality.
Later the edges are blurred more and the d iso looks larger.
Exudates cover the vessels in places. The papilla gets paler.
It shows radial streaks and small hemorrhages.

The diso

is then so definitely swollen as to be measurable.
In the oplio neuritis of neurRl-retinitis

the diso is

SWOllen two or three diopters; the disc is recider due to
dilated oapillaries; the veins are only moderately tortuous
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and distended.

The intra-oranial disease of an inflammat-

ory nature suoh as meningit is will show these cond itions
exoept that there is very little retinitis.

More oommonly

there is an intense edema giving rise to papilledema or
"choked diso" with no true inflammation.
be eight or ten diopters.

The swelling may

The veins are greatly distended

and tortuous, and vessels are partly hidden
dates.

b~

white exu-

Hemorrhages may occur on the swollen papilla and

at its edge s.
It is usually impossible to distinguish between the .
two forms.

In neuro-retinitis the swelling may be great,

while the appearances due to intra-oranial disease may
simulate neuro-retinitis of renal disease, inoluding the
star figure at the macula.

The star figure is more fan

shaped, is seen in severe cases only, and so is common
with

cerebell~

tumors.

Deoompression may cause it to

disappear.
In both, the condition is generally bilateral though
not neoessarily equal.

The amount of swelling may be of

slight value in locating intra-cranial disease.

In frontal

tumors and otitis media the swelling is usually greatest
on the side of the lesion.

The

ti~e

dema is more important, as the side
indicate the location.

of onset of papille-

fi~st

affected may

The swelling may be less on the

side first affected due to subsidence associated with'
commencing atrophy.
Unilateral papilledema suggests a tumor of the opposite olfactory lobe or orbital surface of the frontal lobe,
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or of the pituitary body.
in early stages

Unilateral papillitis is found

of papilledema from intra-oranial causes,

in orbital diseases as tumors of the optio nerve or orbit,
cellulitis of the orbit, and hemorrhage into the sheath
of the optic nerve.
Diagnosis, though easy in severe cases t is difficult
in slight cases. The color of the disc is of little value.
The edges of the disc, if distinct, show no neuritis.
bluTred, rule out the effect of astigmatism.

If

In absence

of exudate and hemorrhages, at least two diopters of swelling should be demonstrated before a diagnosis of papillitis
is made.

The patient should be observed at intervals. (26)

According to Marcus Gunn, de Schweinitz, and Halloway,
the following stages may be seen in' the development of papilledema:

(i) Inceeased redness of the diSC, blurring of

upper and lower margins, progression o~ blurring to nasal
•
edges, leaving temporal margins clear. (ii) Increased
edema of nerve head, filling in of the physiological cup,
temporal margin involvement of the d iso. ,spread of edema
into the ret ina, and uneven d istent ion and darkening of the
retinal veins.

(iii) Great increase of edema, elevation

and enlargement of nerve head, vascular striation of the
swollen tissue an4 'striae of

ed~ma

in the form of lines

in the swollen ret ina between the disc and macula, and mariced
.

~.

distention of the retinal veins, and retinal hemorrhages •
(iv) The disc increases in prominence, assuming a mound shape,
losing its reddish color and becoming opaque, eXUdation in
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and on the swollen diso and surrounding retina, and elaboration o£ the retinal hemorrhages in size and number. (T)
The vasQularity o£ the papilledema subsides with greater
pallor, and prominenoe may sink, the retinal arteries
appear'to oontraot with a thiokening o£ their perivasoular
lymph-sheaths, and there are spots of degeneration of the
retina, espeoially in the maoula.
stage of papillio atrophy.

(26)

This passes into the
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VI. StThiMARY

In this presentation it has not been my purpose to
cover the entire field of ophthalmoscopic examination,
but rather to pOint out, that, to the general practitioner the eye-grounds

an

are~important

consideration in making

a diagnosis or prognosis relative to certain diseases
with which he is often confronted.

With this in mind. an

attempt has made to set forth the preceding material with
the idea that is of immediate interest to the general
praotitioner, beoause it pertains to diseases whioh he
may treat or should diagnose.
Whether the general practitioner makes use of the
ophthalmoscope or not, he will usually admit its value.
N. Pines ranks the instrument equally in value to the
sphygmomanometer.

When life and death are under consid-

eration and all human knowledge and the

aohieve~ents

of

modern soienoe are, to be utilized to help him, the medioal advisor has a wide range of duty and responsibility.
Let him remember then the importanoe of his position
when oonsulted as a physioian, reoalling that when Thales
was asked what was diffioult, he said, "To know one's self"
and what waS easy, "To advise another".
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